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EMPATHY DRIVES ENGAGEMENT
After a year of mostly fanless sports stadiums Mediacells asks, what are the 
implications for physical-digital event experiences in 2021? 
In 2020, English Premier League clubs posted over 80k messages, attracting 280+ million 
fan engagements*. The Mediacells Club Social Top 100+ applies a data technique to 
present the most engaging club social activity and then overlays a human lens to identify 
emerging trends in fan behaviour. 

Empathy is a strong social media theme in 2020, with over a million likes, retweets, replies 
and mentions surrounding positive, off-the-pitch sentiments expressed by fans from all 20 
Premier League clubs in the top 100 posts alone.

There are many successful posts showing empathy for others, for example, tributes to 
healthcare workers or victims of the Beirut port explosion. Fans echo club sentiments, 
sometimes berating the graceless, more attention-grabbing members of the social media 
community, particularly around the tragic passing of Manchester City manager Pep 
Guardiola’s mother.  

Brad Rees, CEO, Mediacells commented on the emerging Empathy trend in social media, 

"UK Football's interactions on Twitter contradict the accepted narrative around the 
degrading social effect of social media. AFC Marine may have lost 0-5 against Spurs in the 
FA Cup on January 10 but they won £30k in virtual tickets, a substantial amount attributed 
to @SpursOfficial promotions. Manchester United's Marcus Rashford has become an 
advocate for the social good off the pitch and when he influenced UK Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson's U-turn on free school meals for poor kids, the loudest digital applause came 
from rivals Manchester City, Liverpool FC and far beyond the football family."

The power of football to move and be moved is captured in the kind of messaging 
which commemorates the passing of legends like Maradona, Gérard Houllier and even 
Black Panther star Chadwick Boseman.

There are few surprises in the popularity of social posts that rejoice or celebrate, 
attracting 3.5 million engagements, 59% of top 100 post engagements. Last season's 
Premier League winners Liverpool amplified jubilant emotions to good effect.

Lighter messaging notes containing camaraderie and banter are on the rise, attracting 
2.2 million engagements (15%). 

Mediacells 12th January 2021

When a new player arrives at a club the messaging style tends to be iconic and graphical 

The Happy Birthday post is a guaranteed crowd pleaser

A jubilant display reserved for big moments like trophy wins and club promotions

The social media obituary is immediate, authentic, solemn and fan-regulated

Football is not only about the beautiful game and can chime with more tragic life moments

Video flashes can augment and conclude a hard afternoon’s matchday commentary

When a club or player supports another’s decision or shares emotion or sentiment

One poignant photo is sometimes all that is needed

A club win, particularly one over a close rival, is often celebrated with studio-grade graphics

When clubs feel the urge to communicate history, value and appeal
The club social media account moderator aka Admin is usually a skilful editorial voice

New meme trend: How it Started, How it’s Going.
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REJOICE
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EMPATHY
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CAMARADERIE 

A THOUSAND WORDS
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PROVENANCE

ADMIN BANTER

HiSHiG

MESSAGE TYPES:

*Twitter engagement is a native metric and is calculated by combining likes, retweets, replies, @mentions.



102
101

100

Commemorating a club’s history, value and appeal 
is how Arsenal enter, not for the last time, the 2020 
Club Social Top 100+.

The Happy Birthday post is a guaranteed fan 
pleaser.

The role of the club social media moderator aka Admin 
is a skilful editorial voice. Take this brilliant quip that 
explains, with painful irony, why the Blades were denied 
a goal on their return to the Premier League: The goal-
line decision system did not alert the referee.

102. Arsenal

101. Chelsea 

100. Sheffield United 

PROVENANCE

CELEBRATE

ADMIN BANTER



99

97
98

96

Mikel Arteta is filmed by Arsenal Digital taking the 
newly-acquired FA Cup trophy to the dressing room, 
to an Emirates squad chorus of those first seven 
notes from the White Stripes Seven Nation Army.

19-year-old Uruguayan midfielder Facundo Pellistri 
is given a huge Old Trafford welcome. The style 
tends to be iconic and graphical or a ‘Just Got 
Signed’ snap, either behind a club boardroom desk, 
preferably with a sponsor board or the stadium 
behind.

Simple but effective.

Sometimes football is not about the beautiful game and 
addresses the more tragic side of life, as the Reds do 
upon hearing of the Beirut port explosion, which claimed 
over 200 lives on August 4.

99. Arsenal  

97. Manchester United 

98. Manchester United 

96. Manchester United 
CELEBRATE

REJOICE

WELCOME

EMPATHY



95

93
94

92

The Magpies remember tragic Ivorian defensive 
midfielder Cheick Tioté who would have celebrated 
his 34th birthday last year.

#JustGotSigned [see #97]

It is always news when a club or player supports 
another’s decision or shares emotion or sentiment. Here, 
the Arsenal mascot was one of 55 Covid-19-induced 
redundancies and London rivals Chelsea appear to 
be showing empathy but the Oncoming Fist emoji is 
ambiguous; is it a punch in the face or a uniting fist 
pump? Whatever, the full-size dinosaur cuddly was 
reinstated in November.

The obituary was made for social media because of its 
immediacy, integrity, solemnity and fan-regulation. The 
passing of Anfield legend Gérard Houllier was marked 
with a thoughtful LFCTV tribute to the man who won the 
Reds the Treble.

95. Newcastle United 

93. Manchester United 

94. Chelsea

92. Liverpool 
COMMEMORATE

WELCOME

CAMARADERIE 

EMPATHY
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89
90

88

One poignant photo is sometimes all that is needed, 
with a ruby-heart emoji obviously.

#JustGotSigned [see #97]

Relief for Wolves fans as Raul Jimenez recovers, 
best summed up with a one-liner and a photo 
opportunity.

There is a new and sustained trend in club social media 
to keep fans up to speed with an injured player’s 
recovery, especially if it was a bit gruesome; like Raul 
Jimenez’s clash of heads with David Luiz.

91. Liverpool

89. Chelsea 

90. Wolves

88. Wolves 
A THOUSAND WORDS

A THOUSAND WORDS

EMPATHY

WELCOME



87

85
86

84

A club win, particularly one over a close rival, is 
often celebrated with a studio-grade graphic  and 
United’s win over City is no exception.

Video flashes can augment and conclude a hard 
afternoon’s matchday commentary.

See above.

Iconic visual treatment of the new Brazilian arrival.

87. Manchester United

85. Arsenal

86. Manchester United 

84. Arsenal
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81
82

80

#JustGotSigned [see #97].

Liverpool show their jubilation with an airbrushed 
studio graphic exalting their recent achievements 
which always resonate with a loyal fanbase.

The How it Started, How it’s Going [HiSHiG] is now an 
established meme trend, taken up here by Everton’s 
Dominic Calvert-Lewin, toasting a victory aged ten and 
fist-pumping more recently after scoring an England 
goal.

A top-of-the-league post usually occurs either at the  
beginning of the season or at the end. LFC’s premiere 
spot is celebrated here at the end of the 2019/20 Premier 
League season.

83. Arsenal

81. Liverpool

82. Everton

80. Liverpool 

HiSHiG

REJOICE

REJOICE

WELCOME



79

77
78

76

Tears of pride and emotional tributes are paid by 
team-mates as Jordan Henderson is made captain.

The video flash characterises a game, particularly 
a hard-fought game, typified by James Milner’s 
incredible goal-line clearance against AFC 
Bournemouth last season.

New transfer arrivals need to be marked and 
the invented hash-tag, such as Arsenal’s 
#NoThomasNoPartey is a successful example of this 
trend.

A footballing display of good sportsmanship has tear-
jerking consequences when Florrie charity volunteer Lee 
gets a special Facetime visit from Senegalese winger 
Sadio.

79. Liverpool

77. Liverpool

78. Arsenal

76. Liverpool

ACTION
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EMPATHY

CELEBRATE



ACTION

75

73
74

72

Aubameyang performs Wakanda Forever 
celebration after death of Black Panther star 
Chadwick Boseman.

Arsenal Digital double the engagement with this 
winning piece of video footage showing x2 set 
pieces with Aubameyang at the centre of it all. The 
split screen analysis invites the viewer to appreciate 
the orchestration.

Actually, only two. In block capitals. And a ruby-heart emoji.

Self explanatory in-match, micro-celebration, but the 
Old Trafford Admin has had some fun with the keyboard.  

75. Arsenal

73. Arsenal

74. Liverpool

72. Manchester United 

WELCOME

A THOUSAND WORDS

ACTION



71

69
70

68

A wide-lensed ‘fish-eye’ stadium shot with pared 
down hashtag and emoji is all that is needed to 
celebrate LFC’s victory over Chelsea in the Premier 
League.

Spurs officially announce the return of Gareth Bale 
from Real Madrid. A post which as we move further 
up the charts was seized on by rivals!

Tantalising video flash invites the viewer to replay as 
Alexander-Arnold creates one of his stock-in-trade 
assists.

Simple and effective, a nano-second goal is turned into a 
56-second video feature.

71. Liverpool

69. Tottenham Hotspur

70. Liverpool  

68. Manchester United

ACTION

ACTION

A THOUSAND WORDS

WELCOME



67

65
66

64

Thiago Alcantara ‘just got signed’ shot with 
accompanying sponsor board resonates with fans.

Newcoming German 21-year-old attacking 
midfielder, Kai Havertz, is given the studio graphic 
treatment to herald his arrival at Stamford Bridge

A well-placed meme for Bukayo Saka’s fortunes at the  
ripe-old age of 19.

Tongue-in-cheek video goal-flashes of the Foxes’ 
drubbing of Manchester City with interspersed iconic 
meme reactions.

67. Liverpool

65. Chelsea

66. Arsenal

64. Leicester City 

WELCOME

HiSHiG

CELEBRATE

ACTION



63
62

59
61

60
58

#JustGotSigned

An artistic licence is applied to a jubilant Jordan 
Henderson picking up the Premier League trophy, 
surrounded by LFC legends such as Emlyn Hughes, Tommy 
Smith and Alan Hansen.

Brazilian defender Gabriel is given the five-star studio 
treatment on entry to this Arsenal hall of fame iconic 
video.

Spurs Admin corrects Sergio Reguilón Rodríguez’s time 
references from ‘tomorrow’ to ‘today’ in his native 
language – to which the Spanish striker replies with a 
red-faced emoji.

The Gunners echo MUFC sentiments [see #98]. There is 
only an hour between each club’s posts but the Arsenal 
post engages more fans.

Solemn announcement of Gérard Houllier's passing on 
December 14, 2020. The simple tweet was posted mid-
morning and exceeded engagement of the longer form 
tribute posted at the end of the day [see #92], proving 
the written word is sometimes more powerful than the
moving image.

63. Liverpool

59. Liverpool

60. Arsenal

61. Tottenham

62. Arsenal

58. Liverpool

WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME

PROVENANCE

COMMEMORATE

EMPATHY
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55
56

54

The Foxes roll out a red carpet video announcement 
for Turkish winger Cengiz Ünder who arrived on loan 
from A.S. Roma.

The Reds’ win over Atalanta in the UEFA Champions 
League is framed with newcomer Diogo Jota’s hat-
trick salute.

A simple Gunners team photo after winning the FA Cup at 
Wembley against Chelsea is timely and engaging. The post 
went out 30 minutes before the video post [see#99] which 
perhaps explains the greater engagement.

A message of thank you to healthcare workers 
around the world from LFC is delivered naturally and 
authentically by the manager and squad during the first 
lockdown in March 2020.

57. Leicester

55. Liverpool

56. Arsenal

54. Liverpool

WELCOME

REJOICE

RESULT

EMPATHY



53

51
52

50

Playful post from the Anfield Admin as  
Portuguese forward Diogo Jota joins the club on a 
long-term contract.

Although Ronaldo has been absent from Old 
Trafford for over a decade there is still strong, 
positive sentiment felt towards the #7 from the club 
and fans.

Magnanimous sentiment for one of the greats with 
interesting use of photography to illustrate Maradona as 
a player apart.

LFC Admin riffs on a previous tweet after winning the 
Premier League against Chelsea.

53. Liverpool

51. Manchester United

52. Chelsea

50. Liverpool FC
A THOUSAND WORDS

WELCOME

CELEBRATE

COMMEMORATE



49

47
48

46

A short video depicting Diogo Jota’s debut ahead of 
his first home game against Chelsea.

See [#101]

Another of many tributes to Diego Maradona shown here 
in action for Barcelona against United. Great photo of the 
evening in 1984 when Maradona was to be denied three 
times.

Spurs display a heartfelt sentiment for Ivorian defender 
Serge Aurier after tragically losing his younger brother 
who was shot dead in Toulouse the same day. The post
elicits genuine empathy from fans as far afield as Arsenal.

49. Liverpool 

47. Arsenal

48. Manchester United 

46. Tottenham Hotspur 

WELCOME

A THOUSAND WORDS

CELEBRATE

EMPATHY



45

43
44

42

The usual playfulness from LFC Admin when 
delightedly announcing a new member to the 
squad.

Edinson Cavani is given a 6-second meme-friendly 
reaction animation to mark his arrival at Old 
Trafford.

Willian Borges’ arrival is given the iconic, graphical 
studio treatment with a short, engaging video story.

Urban Dictionary entry to denote a win; Dub engages 130k.

45. Liverpool

43. Manchester United

44. Arsenal  

42. Sheffield United

WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME

RESULT
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39
40

38

Alex Telles is given the 6-second, meme-friendly 
animation which can of course be recycled as a 
reaction photo!

A simple pictorial post welcoming Édouard Osoque 
Mendy to the Chelsea sticks is a signpost to the 
longer form announcement at chelseafc.com.

One of a collection of jubilant, trophy-lifting posts for 
Henderson and squad’s Premier League victory.

The Hollywood Black Panther #WakandaForever sign 
is demonstrated by Arsenal striker Pierre-Emerick 
Aubameyang to mark the passing of Chadwick Boseman.

41. Manchester United 

39. Chelsea

40. Liverpool

38. Arsenal

WELCOME

REJOICE

WELCOME

COMMEMORATE



37

35
36

34

Arsenal blend jubilation with historic achievements to engage 
the Emirates faithful after full-time is called at Wembley. 
Wembley.

 Attacking midfielder Hakim Ziyech’s arrival at  
Stamford Bridge engages many and manages to slot 
in a few sponsor messages as well!

A political message is received with high engagement 
but a mixed blend of emotion and sentiment from the 
global Twitter audience.

Donny van de Beek’s arrival from Ajax immediately 
converts to a fan opportunity to buy the number 34’s 
homeshirt.

37. Arsenal

35. Chelsea

36. Arsenal

34. Manchester United

EMPATHY

PROVENANCE

WELCOME

WELCOME



33

31
32

30

Not just another victory tweet as the Reds welcome 
fan daughter Baby Lola, born literally 2 mins before 
LFC won the league, which makes the ‘not going to 
sleep tonight’ comment VERY RELEVANT.

A new signing of ex-Fox Ben Chilwell with a signpost 
to chelseafc.com where there is perhaps a missed 
opportunity to upsell the new signing’s signed shirt?

Classic birthday wishes to Sir Alex with an acknowledgement 
of his love of wine and allegiance to Casillero Diablo.

Kai Havertz arrival at Stamford Bridge is framed with a 
quirky, studio-produced video story which attracts high 
engagement and views.

33. Liverpool

31. Chelsea

32. Manchester United

30. Chelsea

WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME

CELEBRATE
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27
28

26

Malang Sarr is now on loan to Porto for the rest of 
the season who was nonetheless a popular signing 
in August for the Blues!

Iconic sports photography mixed with genuine 
sentiment resonates across fanbases.

The now legendary subversion of the Spurs How it 
Started, How it’s Going meme about the ‘return’ of 
Gareth Bale which was promptly corrected by the  
Saints.

New signing Timo Werner from RB Leipzig is given the 
full editorial treatment at chelseafc.com with excellent 
editorial, yet little promotion to buy the newcomer’s shirt.

29. Chelsea

28. Southampton  

26. Chelsea

27. Liverpool

WELCOME

HiSHiG

WELCOME

COMMEMORATE
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23
24

22

Since Auba’s captaincy his currency has continued 
to rise in the club and this one-minute video story  
compares him to legends Thierry Henry and Tony 
Adams, generating positive fan sentiments.

More iconic revelry from the Premier League 
champions.

 A classic Blades one-word retort ’ to the referee’s decision  
around Aston Villa goalkeeper Orjan Nyland’s mistake, which 
led to an extraordinary error from goal-line technology.

Magnanimous congratulations to Liverpool from Premier 
League rivals Chelsea is applauded on social media.

25. Arsenal

23. Arsenal

24. Sheffield United

22. Chelsea

PROVENANCE

ADMIN BANTER

REJOICE

CAMARADERIE 
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19
20

18

Nike’s London-Chelsea subversion is dismissed  
by south west Londoners, Crystal Palace, who 
subvert the subversion with a subversive hashtag of 
their own.

North western solidarity for Wythenshawe lad 
Marcus Rashford extends beyond Manchester to 
Merseyside with genuine sentiments felt by the 
Liverpool social media audience.

James Rodriguez’s arrival at Goodison Park is heralded 
with an iconic, involved video story which attracts over 4 
million views as well as respective engagement levels.

Arch Manchester rivals City join the Old Trafford faithful 
in toasting the achievements of Wythenshawe local 
Rashford. Cutting through club rivalry to celebrate in the 
city [not The City], transforms positive engagement for 
the Blues.

21. Crystal Palace

19. Liverpool

20. Everton  

18. Manchester City

WELCOME

ADMIN BANTER

CAMARADERIE 

CAMARADERIE 
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15
16

14

Big claims are backed up with a trio of photos 
to substantiate 'world domination' and  
increase clicks that convert to engagement.

Arch Mancunian rivals City take sides with north 
London visitors Spurs and retweet ‘an unforgettable 
afternoon at Old Trafford’ – a celebration of the 
away club’s 1-6 drubbing of the home team.

Simple but effective!

Chelsea announce the ‘done deal’, opting for the club 
and sponsors board as the backdrop to the photo 
opportunity.

17. Liverpool

15. Manchester City 

16. Chelsea

14. Chelsea

WELCOME

WELCOME

REJOICE

CAMARADERIE 
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11
12

10

When footballers become advocates for the social 
good, sometimes the social media audience votes 
with their hearts. UK PM Boris Johnson made a 
pronounced U-turn on free school meals after 
Marcus Rashford's relenteless campaigning.

Tongue-in -cheek *Delete* video announcing the 
arrival of Irish footballer Matt Doherty receives
nearly a quarter of a million engagements as the 
Club Social goes to press. Last page: Club Social: 
Club Social is benchmarking for brands seeking to 
optimise social media engagement.

The club prompts the football family to support manager 
Pep Guardiola as his mother dies after contracting 
Covid-19. Many rival clubs join the Blues in condolence 
wishes and any weird, attention-grabbing posts by 
unhinged oddballs are regulated by decent-thinking 
football fans.

One of two @Donny_Beek6 welcome posts in the 
Club Social Top 100+. The five-second meme-friendly 
animation can be recycled as a reaction pic, if the Dutch 
footballer is given game time!

13. Manchester United

11. Tottenham Hotspur

12. Manchester City  

10. Manchester United

EMPATHY

WELCOME

WELCOME

CAMARADERIE 
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7
8

6

The #HiKai campaign kicks off with a traditional ‘just 
got signed’ photo, complete with sponsor branding. 
A more teen-centric announcement was made soon 
after [see #30].

One of two #NoThomasNoPartey campaign posts 
[see #78], this one in video format attracting 3 
million views on Twitter.

Gareth Bale’s return to Spurs is underpinned by the 
#BaleIsBack video campaign which focuses on his successes 
for the club the first time around, a performance that has 
not resurfaced yet.

Magnanimity from the Blues is precious social media 
currency as LFC win the Premier League title.

9. Chelsea

7. Arsenal

8. Tottenham Hotspur

6. Manchester City

WELCOME

WELCOME

WELCOME

CAMARADERIE 
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3
4

REJOICE

2

A short video to welcome Thiago Alcântara to 
Anfield is well received by the Liverpool faithful.

A giant engagement for this penultimate post from 
LFC after winning the Premier League. The feelgood 
factor is clear in this longer-form video segment 
which incorporates scenes of the photogenic 
Liverpool skyline alongside dilapidated inner-city 
housing imagery.

Leeds United’s only entry in the Top 100+ is at #4 as the 
club marks its return to the Premier League for the first 
time in 16 years. #WeAreBack campaign resonates with 
excited Leeds fans everywhere.

Southampton FC achieve the most engaging tweet of the 
season [though not the year] with a social media set piece. 
The club celebrated their historic place atop the Premier 
League by tapping into the mood surrounding the ongoing 
US election saga. Saints content travelled across social, 
traditional UK media (Sky, Telegraph, Daily Mail, talkSPORT) 
as well as resonating with American voters.

5. Liverpool

3. Liverpool

4. Leeds

2. Southampton

WELCOME

ADMIN BANTER

REJOICE



1
Liverpool appear many times in the Club Social Top 100+, 
mainly for their 2019/20 Premier League achievement and 
this simple, timely post adds to the authenticity and 
results in 670k engagements, another thing to rejoice 
about.

1. Liverpool
REJOICE
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No. URL
1 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276261398608314368
2 https://www.twitter.com/46143892/status/1324836694420578304
3 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276262474870861826
4 https://www.twitter.com/1024095475/status/1284193849678737408
5 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306970781465948160
6 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1276261447673225219
7 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1313241301148749824
8 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307363856151392257
9 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301959172192440320
10 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1301195227022196737
11 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1300025219214499842
12 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1247162431467483136
13 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1272884465124216833
14 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1299293943415402497
15 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1312805795621474304
16 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1299293176633712641
17 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276270434087047169
18 https://www.twitter.com/14573900/status/1272920023137476613
19 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1272901852070400002
20 https://www.twitter.com/15891449/status/1303045630290546688
21 https://www.twitter.com/85307509/status/1302880402043006976
22 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1276265401878548480
23 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276268109490466817
24 https://www.twitter.com/63463538/status/1273310544716587010
25 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1305889349452652548
26 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1273541605392363520
27 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1331642065801908225
28 https://www.twitter.com/46143892/status/1314234901995159553
29 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1298968969198669828
30 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301962256297664513
31 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1298651918366056448
32 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1344539391105130496
33 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276281856246329346
34 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1301196435644444673
35 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1281934430274281480
36 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1319896407302565890
37 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1289630766687817731
38 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1299612151582199809
39 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1309055914662653953
40 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1286056104561188865
41 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1313163095284609029

INDEX:



42 https://www.twitter.com/63463538/status/1282017488931377153
43 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1313221775786995714
44 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1294197121634242561
45 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306971714115588099
46 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1282609750820229120
47 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1316619818930335745
48 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1331645650874880002
49 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1307348264472240128
50 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1286058400867135488
51 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1303424095355383814
52 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1331644827499450373
53 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1307349357684051970
54 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1243276648079855626
55 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1323748978295558145
56 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1289640437091794944
57 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1307590320109039617
58 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1338436839166910465
59 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1276274677242114050
60 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1300814758455783425
61 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307357575168524288
62 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1290724920092229634
63 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1292884384433963009
64 https://www.twitter.com/122392884/status/1310546043801612288
65 https://www.twitter.com/22910295/status/1301964988370706432
66 https://www.twitter.com/34613288/status/1314282662220181505
67 https://www.twitter.com/19583545/status/1306974069733064705
68 https://www.twitter.com/558797310/status/1236916127273549824
69 https://www.twitter.com/121402638/status/1307364885597171712
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Thank you.

Commercialising data through a human lens

Our collaborative approach 
inspires business success across 

any sector.

Highly engaging content that 
celebrates your success and 

inspires target audiences.

Club Social is benchmarking for 
brands seeking to optimise 
social media engagement.

A dynamic service that 
helps you change influencer 
perceptions of your brand.




